
 

 

Arabic Years 9-10 Course Overview –  2018 
This overview was developed to cater to the majority cohort of learners: 7-10 sequence (Year 8 entry) 

Further information can be found in the Module and Lesson Plans for this language. 
Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 

Module 1:  
WELCOME TO THE ARABIC 

LANGUAGE 
 

KEY QUESTION: 
Why do I want to learn Arabic? 

 
 

KEY CONCEPTS: 
Language, script, manners. 

 
 

KEY PROCESSES: 
Recognising, analysing, listening, 

identifying, mapping 
 
 
 

CONTENT DESCRIPTIONS 
SOCIALISING 

Contribute to structured discussions 
and tasks by asking and responding 

to questions, clarifying 
understanding, elaborating on 

opinions and expressing agreement 
or disagreement 

 
REFLECTING 

Reflect on own sense of identity as 

Module 3: 
SCHOOL LIFE 

 

KEY QUESTION: 
What should school be like? 

 
 

KEY CONCEPTS: 
routines, relationships 

 
 

KEY PROCESSES: 
Reflecting, describing, interacting, 

discussing identifying 
 
 
 
 

CONTENT DESCRIPTIONS 
INFORMING 

Convey ideas and viewpoints from a 
range of perspectives to various 

audiences in familiar contexts using 
different modes of presentation 

 
TRANSLATING 

Create bilingual texts for the wider 
community, such as notices, 

promotional material, instructions 

Module 4:  
SEASONS OF CHANGE 

 

KEY QUESTIONS:  
Why do we have three calendars? 
Which calendar should I follow? 

 
 

KEY CONCEPTS: 
climate, time, etiquette 

 
 
 

KEY PROCESSES: 
Describing, identifying, interacting, 

comparing, reporting, mapping 
 
 
 

 

CONTENT DESCRIPTIONS 
INFORMING 

Extract, organise and evaluate 
information and ideas from a range 
of texts, analysing meaning, gist and 

purpose 
 

TRANSLATING 
Create bilingual texts for the wider 

community, such as notices, 
promotional material, instructions 

or announcements, interpreting 

Module 5:  
THANK YOU FOR THE MEAL 

 

KEY QUESTION: 
 Is mealtime an event or just a 
chance to refuel? Is food at the 

heart of our identity?  
 
 

KEY CONCEPTS:  
eating habits, routine, health, 

identity 
 

 

KEY PROCESSES: 
comparing, describing, classifying, 

creating, labelling, selecting 
 
 

CONTENT DESCRIPTIONS 
SOCIALISING 

Initiate and sustain interactions to 
develop relationships with peers 

and adults, exchanging ideas, 
opinions and feelings, comparing 
experiences and discussing future 

plans. 
 

CREATING 
Create imaginative texts in 

http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=L&t=Identity
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=L&t=Create
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=L&t=Create


 

 

an Arabic and English speaker, 
recognising how own cultural 

assumptions, practices and values 
influence ways of communicating, 
and considering reactions and how 

they adjust behaviours and 
language in own interactions 

 
SYSTEMS OF LANGUAGE 

Understand rules of pronunciation 
and intonation and writing 

conventions, and apply these to 
own constructions to enhance 
meaning and aesthetic effect 

 
ROLE OF LANGUAGE AND CULTURE 

Understand the symbolic nature 
and influence of language in local 
and global contexts and how the 
use of language determines the 

nature of intercultural 
communication 

 

Module 2: 
MY SOCIAL CIRCLE 

 

KEY QUESTION:  
Where do I fit in? 

 
KEY CONCEPTS: 

Self, family, relationships, 
identity 

or announcements, interpreting 
cultural and linguistic aspects 

 
REFLECTING 

Reflect on own sense of identity as 
an Arabic and English speaker, 
recognising how own cultural 

assumptions, practices and values 
influence ways of communicating, 
and considering reactions and how 

they adjust behaviours and 
language in own interactions 

 
SYSTEMS OF LANGUAGE 

Expand spoken and written 
expression by extending 

grammatical knowledge of Arabic, 
including features such as 

conditional and subjunctive moods, 
embedded clauses, imperative, 

future tense and vocative case, and 
acquisition of vocabulary and 
expressions that are culturally 

embedded 
 

ROLE OF LANGUAGE AND CULTURE 
Understand the symbolic nature 

and influence of language in local 
and global contexts and how the 
use of language determines the 

nature of intercultural 
communication 

cultural and linguistic aspects 
 

SYSTEMS OF LANGUAGE 
Expand spoken and written 

expression by extending 
grammatical knowledge of Arabic, 

including features such as 
conditional and subjunctive moods, 

embedded clauses, imperative, 
future tense and vocative case, and 

acquisition of vocabulary and 
expressions that are culturally 

embedded 
 

LANGUAGE VARIATION AND 
CHANGE 

Explore how spoken and written 
forms of Arabic can be used for 

different purposes and audiences, in 
different contexts and situations, 
and with specific meanings and 

intentions 
 

multimodal forms, including digital. 
That draw on past experiences or 
future possibilities, experimenting 

with different techniques. 
 

TRANSLATING 
Create bilingual texts for the wider 

community, such as notices, 
promotional material, instructions 

or announcements, interpreting 
cultural and linguistic aspects. 

 
LANGUAGE VARIATION AND 

CHANGE 
Explore how spoken and written 
forms of Arabic can be used for 

different purposes and audiences, in 
different contexts and situations, 
and with specific meanings and 

intentions. 

http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=L&t=Language
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KEY PROCESSES: 
interacting, describing, labelling, 

presenting 
 
 

CONTENT DESCRIPTIONS 
SOCIALISING 

Initiate and sustain interactions to 
develop relationships with peers 
and adults, exchanging ideas, 
opinions and feelings, comparing 
experiences and discussing future 
plans 
 

INFORMING 
Convey ideas and viewpoints from a 

range of perspectives to various 
audiences in familiar contexts using 

different modes of presentation 
 

TRANSLATING 
Translate and interpret texts from 
Arabic into English and vice versa, 
compare own translations and 
interpretations with others’ and 
discuss reasons for differences 
 

 
 

REFLECTING 
Reflect on own sense of identity as 

an Arabic and English speaker, 
recognising how own cultural 

http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=L&t=Interpret
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=L&t=Identity


 

 

assumptions, practices and values 
influence ways of communicating, 
and considering reactions and how 

they adjust behaviours and 
language in own interactions 

 
LANGUAGE VARIATION AND CHANGE 

Explore how spoken and written 
forms of Arabic can be used for 

different purposes and audiences, in 
different contexts and situations, 
and with specific meanings and 

intentions 
 

Years 9 and 10 Achievement Standard 
By the end of Year 10, students use written and spoken Arabic to initiate and sustain interactions with peers and adults. They use language 
spontaneously to exchange ideas, opinions and feelings, compare experiences and discuss future plans. They sustain interactions by asking and 
responding to questions, requesting clarification (for example, قصدك؟ ما ؟....تعني ھل), elaborating on opinions, and expressing agreement or disagreement, 
for example, أعترض أتفق؛ ال أتفق؟ على. In classroom interactions, they share ideas and suggestions, negotiate options, solve problems and complete 
transactions. They apply pronunciation and intonation rules to convey emotions and enhance expression. They obtain information from multiple sources 
on a range of issues and analyse and evaluate meaning, gist and purpose. They convey ideas and viewpoints from a range of perspectives using different 
text types and modes of presentation selected to suit different audiences and to achieve different purposes. They share their responses to different 
imaginative texts by expressing opinions on themes, events and values and explaining key ideas and messages. They manipulate language and use 
different techniques to produce imaginative texts in a range of forms that draw on past experiences or future possibilities, such as بواسطة باأللفاظ التالعب 
ً  فرحت ؛...كنت لیتني مثل عبارات إستخدام المزدوجة؛ المعاني ذات المفردات إستخدام  When creating texts, students use a variety of grammatical .المسابقة ربحت لو عظیماً؛ فرحا
elements, such as conditional and subjunctive moods, embedded clauses and imperative forms (for example, السبت یوم السینما إلى نذھب ما معك ٍ◌آتي لي أبي سمح لو 
 future tense and vocative case to convey ,( سامر مع تكلم أحسنت؛ !ممتاز ثانیة؛ مرة حاول ھیا ونسألھ؛ المعلم إلى لنذھب ... ھو كثیرا أحبھ والذي لدي المفضل العطلة؛الكتاب في أسافر قد ؛
meaning. They use vocabulary and expressions that are culturally embedded, such as رأیتھ الذي الجیتار أشتریت ھل سمیر یا رأیي؛ عن فیھا أعبر المدیر إلى رسالة أكتب سوف 
  .and apply appropriate writing conventions to increase text cohesion and enhance expression , المحل؟ في

Students translate and interpret texts from Arabic into English and vice versa, comparing own interpretations with others’ and explaining reasons for 
differences in translations. Students create bilingual texts for the wider community, interpreting cultural and linguistic aspects of texts. They explain how 
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cultural concepts, practices and values influence ways in which they communicate from a bilingual perspective, and question assumptions and describe 
adjustments they make when moving from Arabic to English and vice versa. 

Students identify the meaning and emotions conveyed in spoken texts, such as .لك قلت مرة كم ھذا؛ أقصد ال ؛ ال ال قررت؟؛ ماذا سمیر ھا .. , and apply their 
understanding of the Arabic writing system to enhance meaning and aesthetic effect in written texts. They analyse the relationship between language 
choices and textual features, and the audience, purpose and context of different spoken, written and multimodal texts. Students explain how spoken and 
written forms of Arabic vary according to context, purpose and audience, and identify ways in which the Arabic language influences and is influenced by 
cultural, political and social change. They explain the power of language in determining the nature of intercultural communication in local and global 
contexts. 
Please note: This Course Overview may change to accommodate students’ prior knowledge and/or combined year levels.                                  Updated 29/1/2018 
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